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Abstract Methodology

This paper describes the survival study of
extreme record of athletics perfonnance. Two
area of statistics are used to model and check the
best model for the athletics data. We make use
of the extreme value theory for minima and
utilized the facility provided by the Kaplan
Meier to develop new goodness-of-fit test
method via graphical approaches.

Introduction

Let Zj, ....• Zn be the sequence of annual minima

from {xJ with

where fl, (J and i; are the location, scale and

shape parameters respectively. The GEVM is
defined as

with IIE(-«\OO), "'E(O,OO) , fE(--OO,OO)

y+ ~max(O,y).

We consider that an event has been censored at

time t until other record breaking occurs. If Y is
a continuous random variable then

S(y)~ ply 2: y) is the survivor function of y .

The survivor nmction of Y for records of annual
minima is defined as

i = 1,2,..., n, and Yi is the record smallest value

at time i amongst the annual minima data. It is
easily seen that the distinct {y;} values are subset

of the distinct w; where Wi = min (xp.. ,x,J .
Bunge & Goldie (1999) provide a detailed
discussion about how the record value and record
time relate to the extreme value theory.

Then, if we let

Let xl,x2"" be a sequence of independent but

not identically distributed random variables from
a Generalized Extreme Value for Minima,
GEVM. If we let Wi be the record value for the

smallest data at time i of {Xi}' then the

observations of Wi is a record of current

minimum in the sequence within some specified
interval of time which will change along the

time. The initial observation of w; should

always be a record. The record is an extreme of
extreme data, as data truncated to the left or right
to form the smallest or the biggest record.

We do the analysis of the smallest record,
estimating the parameters of the record involving
the censored data using maximum likelihood
estimate. We introduce a new method of
goodness-of-fit to suit the record data by
removing the existing trend from the model. The
Kaplan-Meier estimation is incorporated together
with the survival function to get the appropriate
Pop and Q-Q plots.








